
 
 
 
 
 

UKMPA Pilot App 
 
The UKMPA Pilot App is now available for download and use on the Google Play Store for Android and on the App Store for Apple 
devices. 
 
Most elements are self-explanatory and the headline feature is the Pilot Transfer Report Form page. An instruction page assists in 
some of the wider aspects of this section, but you have a choice of selecting your port from the Map view or a Pull down menu. 
 
In the first release that the current port list content is limited to those ports that have currently presented their form field data 
back, these ports are set up, ready for submission 
A 'Test Port’ function has been set up to complete a trial report, who’s recipients are the developers and ladders@ukmpa.org. On 
receipt the completed report is returned to the user, confirming your ‘live’ port details if already active or the missing (CHA) 
required details needed for a prospective port. In addition to a ports bespoke CHA emails, all have their local MCA MO’s already 
added, PSC_Heaquarters@mcga.gov.uk and ladders@ukmpa.org - there are no restrictions on the number of emails for a port. 
Anyone wishing their port to be included in the App can do so by completing a ‘Test’ report or emailing ladders@ukmpa.org 
directly. 
 
Each report form is developed from the manual report form found on the UKMPA website and the entry fields are common for all 
ports. In addition to this, the final field entry is where any existing local requirements, or information to assist the MCA in the 
following up reports, such as Berth, ETD, Agents etc should be entered.  
 
Please see Circular 10/2019 for the latest UKMPA Contact details which can be processed via the contact section in the App for 
email and if needed by phone in an emergency.  
 
Ongoing development of the App includes in due course presenting basic, completed form data into a database on the UKMPA 
website. Enabling ‘allow notifications’ in the app set up will also permit news updates from the UKPMA as well as updates in 
changes to the App. 
 
It is hoped that the introduction of the App will simplify the process of reporting non-compliant ladders and aid to the ongoing 
improvement in this area of concern and additionally unlock a new area of connecting and keeping in touch with UKMPA issues 
and developments. 

 
 

                
              
  

                                                                                                  
 

The App can be found by 
searching for the UKMPA on 
the respective App Stores or 
Clicking on the buttons on the 
left. 
Alternatively, in a paper view, 
please scan the QR codes on 
the right-hand side in your 
smartphone! 
 



                     

  


